A fusion gene in man: DNA sequence analysis of the abnormal globin gene of hemoglobin Miyada.
An abnormal globin gene from a patient heterozygous for Hemoglobin Miyada was cloned and sequenced. The results indicated that the 5' flanking region and the 5' side of the gene were identical to those of a beta-globin gene and that the 3' side was identical to that of a delta-globin gene. The part of the gene identical to a beta-globin gene shifted to the part identical to the delta-globin gene somewhere in a homologous sequence region between the third nucleotide of the 17th codon and the second nucleotide of the 22nd codon of these two genes. Thus, results of analysis of the nucleotide sequence support the idea that the abnormal globin gene of Hemoglobin Miyada was generated as a fusion gene by unequal crossing over between a beta- and a delta-globin gene.